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Computing for
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T

oday’s empowered customers demand
premium and personalized content that is

available ubiquitously and delivered
seamlessly. With the advent of OTT Video
delivery, consumption on mobile devices has

bandwidth due to 5G may not suffice. The
following narrative describes the network
factors affecting user experience and the

increased significantly and it is predicted to
grow at a much high rate over the coming years.
Ericsson mobility reports¹ predict 48% CAGR

mechanisms to minimize them.

through 2023 with Video volume traffic taking
over 75% of data traffic. Therefore, there is
mounting pressure on mobile networks to deliver
more video.
As more users adapt to OTT Video streaming
services, it is putting a strain on mobile
networks and forcing Telcos to upgrade their
infrastructure. Augmenting network resources is
a slow process; meeting the demand for
increase in video traffic is becoming a challenge.
This is leading to user-experience getting
impacted by video stalling and buffering.
Availability of 4K, 8K and VR content is further
adding to the overall congestion.
Per MUX.com² reports, one buffering event
decreases the amount of video watched by 39%,
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i.e., 4 people out of 10 leave the service, thereby
impacting the MVPD. Also, an increase in

Impact on Network for OTT
Video Delivery:
As the number of users increases, the
bandwidth per user decreases, which results in
video buffering and stalls. The network
parameters causing video buffering and Video
stalls primarily are latency, Packet loss, and
buffer bloats.
As video streaming uses TCP, latency, packet
loss causes retransmissions, which reduce the
effective bandwidth. With many of the network
nodes using big transmission, buffers further
aggravate when congestions happen. Packet
loss and retransmissions are a direct result. For
mobile networks, the sources of latency are at
the Mobile edge (RAN), packet core and the
external IP Cloud.

MEC brings together an environment
to reduce the impact on the network
by optimizing deployments of
network infrastructure and also
enable new video apps to improve
overall video QoS.
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Experimental studies³ have shown that
increasing the bandwidth at the mobile edge is
not leading to a proportionate decrease in Peak
Load time after a point. However, reducing the
latency is leading to better user experience and
is improving the effective bandwidth because of
lesser number of TCP retransmissions.

Improvements in Network:
There have been efforts aimed at bringing some
of the backend functionality closer to the user.
We understand that edge services running closer
to devices considerably reduces latency,

network, leading to low packet loss and
improved effective bandwidth utilization.
Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) is a cloud-based
IT service environment offering Compute,
Storage and Networking resources/services at
the mobile edge. MEC is deployed at RAN and
offers services to support applications that
interact with mobile devices. By leveraging this
MEC infrastructure, we can deploy a host of
applications and services aimed at optimizing
video delivery workflows.

responds faster & improves user experience. It
also helps in minimizing congestion across the
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For example: Hosting video content at the
mobile edge can minimize latency as the delays

References:

of packet core and external IP cloud will no
longer contribute to the overall latency. Users
watching Video content from the edge will have a
high quality of experience (QoE).

¹https://www.ericsson.com/en/mobility-report

Some key video use-cases that can be
implemented to enhance user experience are:
•

Video-on-Demand content processing and
caching at MEC

•

Video Recording (cDVR) of users stored in
MEC for about 48 to 72 hours as the chances
of playback are high during this time window

•

Local channel processing and
broadcasting/multicasting using LTE
broadcast (eMBMS)

•

In-Venue streaming specifically useful
for replay of actions

•

VR content processing and streaming

•

Targeted local advertising to users pertaining
to a cell region

•

Differentiated Video services to
premium customers

Imperative for MVPDs:
It is imperative that MVPDs actively plan to
deploy their services over MEC platforms to be
able to cater to the growing demands of Video
consumption; optimize deployment of additional
network infrastructure; and enable new
applications that can be monetized.
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²https://mux.com/data/
³https://www.saguna.net/blog/improving-video-streaming-c
ustomer-experience-with-multi-access-edge-computing-re
search-results-from-vodafone-and-saguna/
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